Learn to teach online **online**. Classes starting Fall 2012

**Earn your MASTER’S DEGREE online with a concentration in Instructional Design and Technology**

**Learn to:**
- Teach online courses in a virtual classroom
- Use technology and online resources to enhance face-to-face instruction in a traditional classroom

Preparing educators to teach online and integrate technology is becoming critical in today’s schools. Whether your goal is to teach online courses in a virtual classroom or better use technology as a learning tool in a traditional classroom, UT Martin’s online **Instructional Design and Technology** concentration is the newest option in our Master of Science in Education degree. Led by expert faculty, it is designed to keep you on the cutting edge of classroom technology trends.

**The concentration consists of:**
- Foundations of Distance Learning
- Instructional Design
- Teaching and Learning at a Distance
- Creating Collaborative Learning Environments
- Educational Technology

If you need to earn your Master’s degree or +30 hours, our Instructional Design and Technology courses strengthen your ability to use technology in a virtual or face-to-face classroom.

“I want to go back to the classroom feeling like I am on the cutting edge of education. I want to have a bag full of tricks that are tried and true and validated by research. [The education graduate] courses resonate with me and make me excited to return to the challenges of today’s classroom.”

—Mary Legan, Interdisciplinary Major, Dyersburg

For additional information including admissions guidelines and requirements call, click or visit us at:

www.utm.edu/edgrad • teach@utm.edu
731-881-7128

Scan to request more information.

www.facebook.com/utmartinedgrad
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